KYP ANALYTICS

A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT IS ACHIEVED BY
MANAGING ITS PROGRESS

PLAN

CONNECT

IMPROVE

It’s very easy to create your schedule in KYP Project. And it’s even easier measuring the performance
of that project with KYP Analytics. The performance is being measured by the KYP Factor. This number
indicates how well the project is doing and if it will be finished on time. The KYP-factor is represented as a
number between 0 and 100. Is a 92 shown as the KYP factor? Then there is a pretty high chance that the
project is doing good. It’s also possible to see which party is doing well, and which party is not. The smiley
shows the current state of the project based on the day before. Green means that the project is doing better
then yesterday. Red means it’s doing worse. Simple and clear data so that you can manage your project
perfectly!

www.kypproject.com

KYP ANALYTICS

PLAN - DO - CHECK - ACT

GETTING YOUR RESULTS IN 4 SIMPLE STEPS

Activate

The project is shared with all parties when it is being activated. All parties can now
see the project and KYP Analytics starts collecting data for your management. You’ll
notice that project parties start to look into the schedule and the first steps of project
participation are being made!

Investigate

Now after a few days you’ll have your first results clearly visible in KYP Analytics. This is
your data which you can you use to manage the project parties and guide the project to
its success.

Illustrate

KYP Analytics illustrates the performance and gives you the tools to check whether
everybody keeps their promise. This is the foundation which helps improving your
company and its people.

100

Improve

With all that data you can improve the schedule and give a helping hand to the parties that
need it. Doing this will result in a successful project and a good result. Let’s go for the 100!

Questions? Contact us! +3120-449-1117 or support@kyp.nl

